Morning or Afternoon Guided Open Vehicle Safari
Pilanesberg National Park, South Africa’s fourth largest game
park, is situated in a crater in the Bojanala Region of the North
West Province. This crater is the product of a volcano that erupted
many millions of years ago. This extinct volcano has evolved to
become one of the most fascinating landscapes for you to visit. By
the Genesis project the majority of South Africa’s wildlife is now
found in the Pilanesberg game reserve.
The park covers an area of 55 000 hectares. More than 7000
animals live here in a free and unhindered environment.
Pilanesberg is home to all of the BIG 5 (elephant, rhino, leopard,
buffalo and lion) and we guarantee that you will be able to tick off
most on your list of game sightings! Other animals that you may
encounter are zebra, giraffe, cheetah, hyena, hippo, crocodile,
jackal, wild cat, various antelope as well as over 300 bird species
the list is endless.

Rates


R650.00 per person sharing
per 3 Hour safari drive
(No children under the age
6)
Collections

Bosele Lodge – Manyane
Resort – Pilanesberg National
Park
Summer Safari Drives

05h30 to 08h30

16:30 to 19h30
Winter Safari Drives

06h30 to 09h30

15h30 to 18h30


Pilanesberg offers over 200 km of roads for guided or self-drive game viewing. On our tour you enjoy
an extensive game drive conducted by an experienced and knowledgeable tour guide who will
answer all your questions about the fascinating wildlife and environment. Bring your camera to have
a permanent record of all the wild animals and the spectacular landscape this National Park has to
offer.
Tour Itinerary:
Included
 Collection and drop off
from the Bosele Camp at
the Manyane gate
 Entrance into the
Pilanesberg National Park
 2 ½ - 3 Hour Guided Open
4x4 safari drive

You will make your own way to the Bosele Camp at the Manyane
Entrance gate into the National Park, where you will meet your guide
Once you have met guide, you will be taken on an exciting open 4x4
safari vehicle safari drive in search of the Animals that inhabit the
National Park. Our guides are knowledgeable and will give you in
depth information on the animal you are viewing and try their out-most
to find the members of the Big 5.

The safari drives are conducted both in the Morning as soon as the gates open, as well as in the afternoon until
the gates close.
Each safari drive is around 3 hours and charged per 3 hour drive.
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During the heat of the day you will enjoy lunch at one of the many rest camps in the National Park before
departing on an afternoon open vehicle safari drive.
Our vehicles depart the National Park between 15:30 – 16:00 in order to arrive back in Johannesburg before sunset.
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